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Welcome to Healthy Carroll Families for Fall 2017. Healthy Carroll Families is our
electronic media campaign designed to help you take the next step in your family-based
approach to healthy weight.
Our handouts for this edition are:
• Your kids are back in sports, now what? – helpful tips on how to stay on top of
your exercise routine when sports practices take over your free time,
• On-the-Go Nutrition – when feeding your child on the go, here are a few helpful
tips on how to keep their diet jam-packed with essential nutrients,
• Chewy Granola – enjoy a delicious, energy packed snack you can take on the go.
• Hit the Mark with a Yearly Flu Shot- Make a plan now to receive your yearly flu
shot after October 1.
Each page contains information from materials such as booklets and flyers from trusted
local and national organizations to help promote life-long wellness.
We encourage you to make copies and distribute these handouts to your clients,
customers, students, PTA, family, friends...everybody!
These materials can also be downloaded from our web site: HealthyCarroll.org.
Please call or email me any feedback, suggestions, or questions you may have about
Healthy Carroll Families. I look forward to hearing from you.

Caitlin Cross, Community Health Improvement Contact
Advancing Health and Wellness Leadership Team
CCross@carrollhospitalcenter.org
410-871-7648
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Ah, the sweet sound of silence during your day. That’s when you know the school year has officially begun!
Along with the start of school come after-school sports, meetings, and other activities. If you’re like a majority
of parents, you’re running home from work, grabbing your kids, and racing to make it to the next practice or
after-school meeting on time.
Here are a few tips on how to get a little “me time” in while sitting at sports practice or games with your kids.
Take advantage of your resources.
Is your child’s practice on a field with a track? Are there bleachers nearby or an open walking path? Scope out
the location and make a plan of how you can use your surroundings to your advantage. Plan a 30 minute
walk/run, use the bleachers as an interval tool (sprint up, walk down), or practice those lunges or squats using
a step.
Plan ahead.
Plan ahead to battle the urge to skip out on your workout. Pack clothes and shoes in the trunk of your car and
yes, you guessed it, leave them there! Yes, leave your exercise bag, accessories, headphones, and everything
you could possibly need in your trunk. No excuses for forgetting to pack them. Also, pack a few extra snacks
in your car. A simple piece of fruit or handful of nuts will give you that extra boost of energy you need to get
moving.
Set a schedule and stick to it.
Haven’t worked out in a while? No need to jump into a routine full blast! Start by adding into your calendar
2 days a week to exercise. Maybe a 20 minute walk and a few assisted pushups, 30 minute jog with 2 sets of
lunges, or simply a nice YouTube yoga sessions by your
car. Starting with a schedule you can stick to is extremely
important.
If you don’t find yourself at sporting events, there are still a
lot of fun and beneficial activities that you can try while
outside in the beautiful fall weather. Enjoy a walk or take a
hike at one of Carroll’s many parks or recreation areas. You
could also plant some fall shrubs or flowers, or it may be
time to ready your garden for winter. Even when the weather
is getting cooler, don’t forget to take time for yourself to
boost your health and well-being.
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